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Welcome to the book club friend! It is such an honor that you have decided to take time out of your busy life to

either lead or be a part of this group. Time is so precious (as we will discuss) and I am glad that you have taken

some time aside to not only work on your business, but to work on your biggest asset in your business (duh

YOU!). 

 

Now a few housekeeping things before we get started!!

 

1. This book club is a 12-week format, however, do whatever is easiest for you and your ladies! You can double

up chapters if you'd like a shorter 6-week version. You can even meet every other week for 24 weeks if you are

craving long term accountability. Do what works for you and the crew!

 

2. Once you decide on your meet dates, create a start and end time for this group. Ya'll are busy and there is

nothing like knowing you are starting and ending, not sticking to that, and then being the one who actually

needs to leave at a set time to get to another meeting or relieve the babysitter and feeling like a jerk when

someone is in tears sharing their deepest, most vulnerable lie when you get a text from the babysitter asking if

you're ok because you aren't home yet. #awkward Let's practice our boundaries ladies and make sure we start

and end right on time so this doesn't have to happen to you!

 

3. Let's keep this easy breezy lemon squeezy for the host! Everyone take turns bringing a snack each session

so the host only has to worry about frantically stuffing all her papers and junk in the closets 10 minutes before

you arrive. Not like this has ever happened or anything.

 

4. Make sure no one monopolizes the conversation, but also don't force people to share! Surprisingly, I am

always the quiet one in the group and a pet peeve of mine is when the teachers pet or TA (teaching assistant) is

formed and no one can get a word in edge wise. Please don't let this happen! Practice boundaries and those

assertiveness skills......"this is really important, but let's let Jasmine share now". 

 

5. Just have FUN! Be open. Don't take yourself too seriously. Make yourself a little uncomfortable each meeting.

Meaning, do a teensy tiny little something to get outside your comfort zone. Maybe it's as simple as asking the

host for a glass of water or where her bathroom is. Yes, something small each and every time will get you that

much closer to your goal in the long run.

 

6. Also, I obviously had to create a playlist to go along with your gatherings or for just plain inspiration/journaling

time. For your dance mix, head on over to Spotify and search Thinking Like a Boss Dance Party OR if you're

needing some prayer and deep faith reflection I created Thinking Like a Boss Faith Fuel. 

 

xo Kate

http://www.katecrocco.com/
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ICEBREAKER: This is to help with name recall! You'll never forget your new friends name after

this one. Have someone start with "Hi I am _______ the ______ animal." So for example, "Hey guys I

am Kate the Koala". Then next person introduces Kate the Koala and then says their name

and an animal that starts with the first letter of their name. You do this for everyone. YES,

that poor person at the end has to remember all names and animals, but they'll never forget a

name!

 

Opening Exercise: Even if everyone already knows each other, often it is helpful to quickly

go around and share a brief intro to refresh everyones minds. You are busy ladies, and things

are ever changing in each others lives and businesses!  Let's make this a rapid fire round so

that everyone gets a chance to share AND still cover Lie One Q's!

1. Name, business, and ideal customer.

2. What you hope to get from this group

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

1.    Have you ever felt that you needed to have it all together in order to be successful

 

 

2.    What does “being successful” even mean to you?

 

 

3.    Let’s rewind to 2009 and what would your past self say to the current version of you?

Would they celebrate your current achievements?

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: Two truths + one lie. Mix them up and ask everyone to guess which the lie is!

 

If you're interested LOL: I love frenchtoast. My nickname in highschool was grizzly. I've

never been to Europe. Betcha can't guess wink wink.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

1.    What have you been putting off because you’re not feeling ready?

 

 

2.    On a scale from one to ten, one being not ready and ten being fully ready, where do you

fall today?

 

 

3.    What are those (cough) excuses you are telling yourself? What do you “need” to be

ready? And is this TRUTH or simply an excuse because you are afraid?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: Share your biggest pet peeve 

 

If you're interested LOL: Mine is chewing loud with your mouth open

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

1.    How have you been disqualifying yourself?

 

 

2.    What are you saying that you NEED in order to be qualified?

 

 

3.    Check the facts… Do you really NEED this qualification or is it that you think you should

have it?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What's your guilty pleasure to spend money on? 

 

If you're interested LOL: Mine is getting a latte out because I make coffee at home each

morning!

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    Have you ever felt you had enough money?

 

 

2.    What part of your money story do you hold onto the most?

 

 

3.    How can you rewrite that story with an abundance perspective? What do you actually

HAVE right now?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What's your favorite product?

 

If you're interested LOL:  Mine is my Young Living Thieves all purpose cleaner. It smells like

Christmas in a bottle and all is well when the house is clean.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    Have you ever had negative feelings around accepting money and if so, how did those

play out?

 

 

2.    How have your products and or services impacted others?

 

 

3.    How has money been a positive tool in your life? And how can you continue to use it to do

good in the world?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What's your favorite category of items to shop for?

 

If you're interested LOL:  Mine is thrifting unique home goods! Almost everything in our

home was someone else leftovers. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    How are you with boundaries, personal and professional?

 

 

2.    How has saying YES to something in the past, possibly out of scarcity, impacted your

business?

 

 

3.    What is something you can say no to this week that you know is not necessary or fully

serving you?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What's your #1 way to unplug from business?

 

If you're interested LOL:  Mine is driving in the car and enjoying conversation with my hubs

when we can't text or check our phones!

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    How has your business impacted your relationships?

 

 

2.    What have you told yourself that you “can’t do” alongside business? Whether that is

motherhood, adopting a dog, nurturing a hobby, etc.?

 

 

3.    How can you get creative with finding the band-with to make it work? You know that if it’s

worth it, you’ll find a way!

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: How many siblings do you have and where do you fall in birth order?

 

If you're interested LOL:  I have one sibling. A sister who is eight years younger. And yes, I

am your typical oldest AND also, "only child" because of the age gap. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    Who in your life do you feel just doesn’t get it?

 

 

2.    What efforts have you made to get this individual on board?

 

 

3.    Is them having a better understanding of your business something that you want to

pursue or something you want to accept and why?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What is your favorite season and why?

 

If you're interested LOL:  Fall all the way. Yes, I am basic. Big sweaters, boots, leggings, chai

tea latte, pumpkin/apple picking, top knot, all the things.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

1.    How often are you telling yourself that you don’t have enough time and in what context

are you saying it?

 

 

2.    Those things you’re saying that you don’t have enough time for, are they things you really

want to find time for or things you want to just release and get rid of?

 

 

3.    What can you cut out to create more time for the things that matter most to you?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What is your secret talent?

 

If you're interested LOL:  I'm double jointed and can twist my wrists all the way around and

touch my thumbs to my wrists.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

 1.    Has your niche been done before?

 

 

2.    What makes your spin unique? Yes, you are unique!

 

 

3.    Who can you reach out to whose business compliments yours? And how can you help

each other out?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: If you had a second life, what would you be?

 

If you're interested LOL:  I would either be a newscaster or an FBI agent.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

 1.    Who were you before your business? What did you like to do for hobbies? Do you have

hobbies today?

 

 

2.    Why did you start your business and are you still living your why out?

 

 

3.    WARNING, hard one. Who would you be if your business was stripped away?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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ICEBREAKER: What's your favorite food. 

 

If you're interested LOL:  Pepperoni pizza. Told you I'm basic.

 

 

 

CHAPTER Q's

 

 

 1.    What could your life look like if you achieved what you are dreaming of achieving?

 

 

2.    What part of attaining that success scares you the most?

 

 

3.    How can you use the positives that come with success (often more money) to help you

better manage your new season?

 

 

BONUS Q: YOU MADE IT!!! Celebrate ladies! How will you keep this accountability going? Will

you ladies continue to meet or will you continue to practice the principles on your own at

home?

 

 

 

Let's close with the Selfie Challenge!!

Snap a pic of the weekly chapter q's, you in action doing your icebreaker, a shot of the weekly

affirmation card, a group shot, etc., and tag me, @katecrocco in your Insta stories with the

Hashtag #ThinkingLikeABoss or #ThinkingLikeABossBookClub and I will repost and share with

my community :) Randomly I will pick a winning group to send a surprise to!
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